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ABSTRACT
A perceiver's knowledge of a target perscr (T) can be

seen as active, initiatory cognitive structures or conceptual schemas
that guide and influepqe: (1) information processing about T; (2)

search for and interprei'vtion of new infornation about 7; (3)

remelbrance and interpretation of previcusly-learned information
about T; (4) social interaction between perCeivet-and'T; and (5)
evaluation of the accuracy of this knowledge. Perceiver's knowledge
of'T includes anticipations and, to tke extent that anticipations

ide subsequent thought about T, cognitive bolsteripg and behavioral
'cdrifirmation are likely. Beliefs can and do create social reality.
Social psychology should attend tg the ways by which perceivers
create the information they process in addition to probing the
machinery of .information processing itself. (JLL)
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It is a basic and undeniable: fact of social orlife at we fm.,

itkessions'of other individuals whom we encounter in cur day-to-day live

In our/lelationships'with others; we want to know not only.!Whaf they'do,

ut why they. do what-they do--to feel that we unders and Jhat (if any) 1

mOtivs,antentions, and ,dispositions underlie an i ividuals actions

"P

Indeed, as a diritt result ofgenerations of theory and research obi

impression fortation an&perSon. perception we ha e learned .a lot-about

how .individuals process information tp form beliefs-and aressions of

thee antecedents,other,people. Accordingly, we are quite knowledgeable ab

offOcial knowledge.

,
.

/ ..: .

But of what consequence are,our beliefsand itpieSSio s of other peopl?

What happensonce: tpressions have been fortedi How are r,subsequent

... j

thoughts, ac*ons, and interactions, yhanneled and influen ed by our iMpre sitans

of others? tt is to such concerns that I have 'addressed self in a p ograt

of empirical and theoretical research on the,cognitive, ehavioral, d inter-

.

personal consequences Hof social knowledge: For,' I bell ve, it is /Only by

undergtanding the consequences of social knowledge that e can understand the
,

nature of social knowledge.

Oar empirical investigations have been designed tochart the processes

by which one individual's initially erroneous beliefs about another persOn
o

(whom we designate a "target") can-and do exert powerful channeling influences
.



on subseqttent inbrmation procesSing and social interaction such that: (a)

,the-cognitVOIre4lity of these insitially erroneous beliefs is bolstered and

strengthened,atalb) actions of the individttal'hased upon these impressions

actual behavior of the target to confirm and validate-the individual's

Y.erroneeus imuessions. The first of these procesSes

itiveholstering; the second, .as behavioral confirmation..

Cognitive Bolstering Processes

is known as

liVeStigations ofeognitive bolstering have attempted to probe the
: '

iwwhith current beliefs can influence subsequent inforMation pro.,

ice ges in ways-that serve to bolster and strengthen these beliefs,

.bolsteting prOcesses may be prospective *and exerv"taore-the-facts4' in-
.

.

:eitienCesion the lehtling and interpretation of later-learned information about

the target: Or, they.may'be.retrospective and exert "after-the-facts"

influences on the remembering and re-interpretation of previously-learned

ti. ,
t .

information about the targek

Most of .our reseg4h011 cognitive 'bolstering processed: has.been conducted

in the amain f mem4y for the eve is of another person' life. Here Ne
.

have been examining ways'in'whi4h current beliefs can and do .exert
/

channeling effeas.i.on) attempts to .remember and interpT previously- //
- -

learned factual events in another person's-life ht:tory. /.

In one investigation of remembering, (Snyder Uran:owitz, in preSsl,

individuals read identical Arratives about the life history of a woman named,

Betty K. Oneweek later, these individuals learned information that indbped

K )

different interpretations,of Betty some participants learned that Betty

K. was curfently"living a lesbian lifestyle; others learned that she was
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Currently living ',a heterosexual lifestyle; 'still others le rned nothing

about her lifestyle: -'This new knowledge then influenCed their answers to

factual quesOions ahobt the actual events of Betty Participants

reconstructed, the events of this woman's life in ways that supported.and

bolstered their current stereotyped:(but erroneous) interpretations of \

her sexual orientation. Participants who learned that Betty K. was living

a lesbian lifestyle reconstructed the events of her life in a manner th4t

'reflected stereotyped-beliefs about lesbians. Participants who learned

that Betty K. was 'living a heterosexual lifestyle reconstructed thee events

of her life in a manner that reflected stereotyped beliefs about heterosexuals.

Tit outcome occurred in spite of the fact that Betty K.'s life history was

equally/Tich in factual events that,"fit" with stereotyped concepts about-
.

heterosexual and lesbian women. ,Additional evidence suggested that these

results are best characterized as the piOduct of an interaction between

stereotypic conceptions of female sexuality and genuine memory for factual

ts.

'Reconstructive remembering is but one member of a family of Cognitive

bolstbring processes. Even',in the absence of a history to,rewrite, current

beliefs may guide the search for and the interpretation of new infrumation
k

about another person.', In addition to retrospectively remembering,"all the

history that fits ", 'we may prospeCtively notice "all the news that fits",

All in all, current beliefs may initiate cognitive'ptocesses.that augment

and blister their min Cognitive realiti\

,Behavioral Confirmation Processes:

/

. Cognitive_ bolstering processes mhy provide the perceiver _with an
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"evidence base" that gives. compelling cognitive reality/to any traits that

he or she may, have erreneously attributed to a target individual initially.

This reali y is,, of course, entirely cognitive: it is in the eye and mind

of the beh However,. beliefs may serve as ground for predictions

aboUt the t

interaction

the part of

the beliefs

that beliefs

interactiona

rget's future beliavior and may guide and in luence the perceiver's

confirm

'.'In

with-the target. This process itself may venerate behaviors on

he target that erroneously confirm the pred ctions and validate

we have demonstrateclf the perceiver. In our empirical research

ay create their own social reality by chan

ways that cause the stereotyped individual

the pe ceiver's-stereotype.

eling social

to behaviorally

one in tstigation, we (Snyder et al.,1977) investi ated the impact

of stefeotyped. eliefs about physical.attrac

eople") on the unfolding dynamicspeople, are good

andiacquaintance processes. We arranged for'pair§

veness (e.g., "beautiful

of-social interaction

of previously acquainted

individuals to in raCt in a gettingacquainted situation (a telephon- con-
.

Versation) that h41 been constructed to allow us to control the information

.

that one member o h dyad (the perceiver) 'received about the physical

attractivenesS.0

the forthcoming

specific discussion pa

other individual (the target). In .anticipation of

ction: perceivers fashioned erroneous" images of their

tners that reflected general stereotypes about physical

,

attractiveness Percei ers who anticipated physically attractive, partners

expected to interact wit comparatively sociable, poised, humorous and

socially adept. individual By contrast perceivefs faced with the prospect

of getting acquainted with relatively unattractive paytnersfashioned images
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of rather unsociable,. awkward,seriots'i and sbtially.inept treatures.

different.Moreover,-our perceivers had very'i patterns of styles
r
of inter-

'action for targets whom they perceived.fo be physically attractive and

s

unattractive. These differences in self-preseneation and interaction
{,i w

. .

,style, in turn, eiicited and nurtured bekaviolls in the targets tha

consistent with the perceivers' initial stereotypes. Targets\who were
4

perceived (unbeknownst to, them) tokbe physically attractive actually Came

ere

to behave in a friendly, likeable, and sociable

stereotyped-baled beliefs_had initiated a chain

actual behavioral confirmation of these bellefS '

manner. The perceivers'

of events that had-Produced

The initially erroneou4

impressions of the perceivers had become real.

Clearly, a pk-ceiver's initial beliefs about another target individual

may channel stbsequent interactflOT between perteivetnd target in ways that

may-cause the target's behavior or confirm these beliefs. But how stable and

enduring are the effects of the behavioral confirmation process? Will be-

havioral confirmation be limited to the confines of the specificiEnteraction

between percei er and farget; or will it persevere to new interaction con,

texts with n pert givers? We (Snyder & Swann, l978) have of red the

following a swers to these questions. If the ',.='newn behaviors'

target are not overly discrepant from his or herown self
-

layed by the

image, then these

new behav ors. may be internalized and incorporated into the target's self-
-:

conception. If internalization occurs, then both the target and the pereeiver

wills are conceptionsAlf the target. The target may then be prepared to act

on his or her tew Self-conception in contexts beyond those that include_ the

original perceiver. Then the target may provide, other pe-rceivers with behavioral

evidence consistent with the original perceilier's beliefs.

10

Empirical
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dence-suggests that internalization and perseveration are foster
.

.

'promoted when.,i?ehaViOral-confirma ion first.occursjin enifironmentsthat are
*74. Iv

structured-to eepurage targets to regard their new behaviors as iepie=.
.
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sentative reflections of their
. ...) .

A
positionsr(Snyder t

;,

Swann, 1978).
.

underlying Stable traits and epduring dis-
,

Reality:Testing Processes

Cogniti've bolstering and behavioral colihrmtliion together,conspire to

turn beliefs into self-perpetuating belief's, For,' these proces'rs create
.

r.

,,-
,

.

an evidence base that provides all the subport one needs to reitin'onet's

'

beliefs. Thus, in our investigations of
i

econstructive processes,
.

. .

participants'remembered the facts of'a
Illw

target's life in ways that confirmed

their current 'interpretations of4the target's nature.- In our investigations
, - --

L .

,

of behavioral confirmation, perceivers treated their targets-in ways that

causM, them to confirm. their initial beliefs. How then are we ever to

learn that our beliefs are inaccurate?. Are there any reality-testing pro -

cedures that mignt altlow ps to monitor and test tile accuracy of our beliefs

about others; What if participants in our reconsti-uction ,experimAt were

asked to.review the life and times of Betty K, to determine whether--based

. r--
upon their remembering of thefacts--they think Betty K. is in fact currently

A

`living 'a.' lesbian lifestyle? What if participants in our behaVioral 'confirmation

investigation were asked to use their getting-acquainted conversation to

determine whether their.partners were actually physically attractive?

Were we to rewrite the scenarios of our reconstruction and behavioral

confirmaticip'exBeriments along .these lines, we would essentially provide :our

participants with "hypotheses" about their targets and ask them to test
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theserhypotheses.' In the former case, they.wouId test their hypotheses by
. s. .

....

scrutinizing thear.memeries,in search of relevant previously-learned -

.

infd6.ation.- In ihe' latter case, they would use their forthcoming interactions

as testing7giounds to collect new "data" relevant to testMing their.

hypotheses. As it happens, wehave examined.seCh processes of "reality-
.

esting ",.both in the domairj of memory, and in the domain of social inter=

ion. All"

' ,'
To examinhypothesis-testing in the 'case w eye. qple.can use re-

.. ,

.

. -.

\

membered knowledge tq,cognitively
,

test hypotheses art others, wEr!(Snyder
, ..

w.

J

& Cantor, Note 1) fiad individuals read an identical aceotut of the evNts in
1).

one week of the Afe of a woman named Jane./ Thiss-knowledge pziwided theb
.

- .,

. .

with an archival store of historic about Jane' actions in
,..

,
. . .

i, . V. .

..1/ ' 4

different-situatiinisanewith differ nt people over,a"lier od of time.' Two
,,,-

days, later, they were 4Sked to use -this historical knoWleAge to test one
0,

. ,
, -

of tiA0 hypotheses about. that she.was- wer14-suited for a...% job that

,

. .et

4)

.reqUiredthb personal attributes of a prototypid extravert, or that'she,4 - .

.

Ili?t
.

i .. . .
,-

was well-suSied.for a job that required the-personal we-tributes of a pro- . ik

totypic introvert.. Our result's indicated, that the hypotheses being tested

0 i

constrained'' not drily the outcome of memory search and retrieval processes,
, . 0'

-
.

'

but also, the ultithate fate of the-hypothesi\itself. To test their iiypo-
...

.

)

theses, our participants preferentially remembered fadtdal information that
..,

- .
, ).

would confirm then-hypotheses. '.Totest the hypgthesis that Jane was an.1
\

.

extravert, hypothesis-testers were particularly AkeIy-to.xeport instances of
&t`a

v 0 ,-
Jane behaving.in accord with t eir construct of the prototypic extravert. To

test the hypothesis that Jane was an introvert, hypothesis -tes4rS'were parti=

oulatlylikely to report instances of'Jane behaving in pcord-cNith their
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D G, , ,

" rconstruct of the prototrail introvkrt. Moteover,. to Abelax-Cent tha
#4 OR

they preferentially reported- hypothesis,4iConfratting factual informaZ iOn

that they had previously le. rne'd aboirt Janefs, background, :they were
.A , r

part ularly likely toc,-Ccept th6ir "hypotheses..
. ,7 *

. f... 1Of course, peopl : o 'not alWays.fiaverrcCe'ss to suf his Oricaj
[

, JO' 4,,
ledgekof of p ersoiiJ s aaifions iii,,.'. verse .-1:tipations

.., It
krer ext end eist-Tczf

; ,,.. ;.- -
# .t .', .4" lr'', *

.,

-:,/ .,-
, I

eriOdi of time i6 test -hypotheses- by attenlptilqg tp.,reniembeir preiousky.,'''
.. ,

aegorptid information IR such situatkons, people must tes,-the,ii,r h e4'e5
. . , r'-.. ,, ,-;i4 -

_ ./-L.... ,
s'

by Using th subsequAt interactions as jpportunities to/actively gather
-.-I k

, behavioral evidence -televant to testing their ses; To 'chart the/ . # ,
,L 1

. , - '1/ .-- .

ppolttesses 'of reality testing in ,social interaction, we
-

(8nyaer & 'Swann',
r ,

. Not 2) provided ipatbici nts itreali: y-testa is.") in fivp separate ffi'vesfiL,
n. , .

i . . .
gfttions with hypcPS.heses'aboutthel:p01:onal. attributes of oth'er individuals

i, 4' r ' i a ''% , 7:37 . .

0-targets") .. .Rehity-testerS,Oen prepa..r.edl to theirther hyTotheses :(e.g. , i/ ..

(...4 ,, ' *-, - ., #1 , .
.i.that their targets were extraverts, or..tha. t their targets introverts)ntroverts)

1 '
*. /

. ,

'.r

by planriin
. ,

interview.
I -hypotheses by treating their targets l'as-ifi' they were. the type of`person

.

,.they were hypothesizqdto be reality-tpste planitea to preferentiTly
,e .

search for behavioral evidence that would confirm their hypotheses. 'To.

test the hypothesim that -their taets were eXtravertedindividuals, reality-
. 1

. ,

, testers were parti ularlY likely to choose to ask precisely those questions that
..- t a - .

one typically asks: orintlividuals already knerrn ,fp be extraverts (e.g., "What
o

+j Sir

a Series, of questiVo= ask of their targets ik a forthcoming :
. .

In each invettigation, reality-t6sters' planned to test their

e
a

would you do iQ you wanted. to 'liven things up a 'a party ? ")..' To ,test the

hypothesis. that their targets ,were introverted iridividuals,

10

reality-testers

°.
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y.to se- to ask precisely those=qu

individlialsalredy known to be intr

tibns that

verted ( )g,

ard.T .you to really open gp to peoPle?"). Moreever,_

7,

"asrif" searc rocedur channeledsocial interaction between.

reality- testers and targetS imWays that caused the targets-to provide
, ^

actual behaviOral confirmation for the reality-testers! hypotheses.

argetA Whop were beingtisted"- for extraversion actually came :to behave in
6

ociable'and outgoing fathiein.. Targets who were being "tested" fer.intro

. .
. t

,. . .

- '
4.

_ 6 T

Version actually came tcY behave in shy and reserved fashion.,
i

10. - 6 :

In the light of these investigations of reaiityTtesting, it becoMp °

---,L .

A

'..
all,the morejunderstandable'why sv, many popular beliefs about other people--.

.

, 76.- ,

Ail particular, clearly erroneouA'social-and.cultural stereotypes - -are so

.

Stubbornly resistattt to change. For, even if one were -ever to develop

"sufficient doubt about the accuracy of these beliefs to proceed-to actively

test them, one would nevertheless be particularly likely to find all the

0

evidence that one needs to confirm and retain these beliefs. And, in the -

end, one, may be left with the secure (but, totally-unWarranted) feeling that

these beliefs mush be correct because theY have surv)ved (what may seem to

individual, re lity,tester) perfectly appropriate a '( d even r
I.' 6

.cedures' for assessing their- accuracy.
41-

On the Nature of Social ,Knowledge

In the light of the outdOmes of these investigations of the cognitive,

pro-

behavioral, and interpersonal Consequences of beliefi about-othev people,
.

-lahat scan be-s'aia LbeiGt the 'nature of social knpwiedge?
, ..

-
.
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From my perspective, tho.perceiver's knowledge of ;.another- person

the target) may be seen as active, initiatory cognitive structures

or_conceptual'schemas .1that guide and influence: (a) the processing of

41-. .

' :information. -about e target,. (b) the search for and interpre tation df new

3'
.

.\
,

information about-the target,' tcl,the remeMbering and interpretation of

previously-learnedinformation aboUl the target, (d) the course and outcomt Of

social interaction betweeh perceiver and target,'and re). the eval4tion of

the accuracy 'of, thiSs knowledge,. The perceiver' s knowledge of the target"

includes anticipatiohs'ofwhat events are to appear as the interaction

unfolds, as wettas anticipationS of what'Wformation is to be.4ound stored in

memory. To the extent that theseranticipations guide subsequent thought

1 about, the target, cognitive bolstering and behavioral behavioral confirmation

are likely, f not inevitable ,conspquences of the active and iAitfatory nature

df social knowledge.

particUlar, the investigations of the interpersonal consequences of

social knowledge (e.g., the investigations of behavioral confirmation and

reality-testing processes in social interaction) make clearer just what it

1,

is that is inherently anal fundamentally social aboutiesocial knowledg For,

these investigations sensitize us to
0
the links.between domain of -thought

and thehe domain of action. Beliefs can,and do create social ,reality: the

Very events-af the "social world (specifically, the behaviors of orthe-S with

whom we interact irigocial relationships) maybe reklectiOns and products

our images of the social world (specifically, our beliefs and thel+ries abOut. \

other people): Accordingly, if a cognitive social psychology is to be truly

social psychology,l,t must pay explicit attention to the ways by which
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percei#ers,.create the information that they process in addition to probing:

c,)

_the, machinery of ihformation processing itself. This, of .course means

that social.thotpght prdcesses cannot be meaningfully studied in static

eixcumstance of minimalspersonal involvement;or the. individual. For,

such an approach may, unfortunately, blind us to the intimate interplay

"between social .knowledge -and social beh r in .ongoing interpersonal

. ., '/' .

ielationships. Cdntemporary yiewndin in cognitive and Perceptual
: .

I

psychology emphasize, the active, integratixe, and constructive aspects,,of
.

human information processing. My,viewpdint, althou& clearly compatible

with this constructivist perspective on to formationofknowledge, goes.

-n
at least'one important step beyond this aPproach. Not only is 'knowledge

(at leastin the domain of social cognition) the product of active, construe-
.

tive processes, but the very events that serve as the "raw materials" for

this information-processing are themselves the product of active4 con-

structive processes generated by the individual's beliefs.
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